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1 Background and Motivation
Serverless workflows are becoming increasingly popular for

many applications as they are hosted on a scalable infrastructure
with fine-grained resource provisioning and billing [3, 6, 7]. A
serverless workflow contains two or more serverless functions or-
ganized as a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph). Current commercial
providers execute each function in the DAG in a separate VM with-
out making use of the DAG structure or data transfers, which signif-
icantly increases in the end-to-end (E2E) latency and cost [1, 4, 5].
However, we argue that the cloud provider has the opportunity to
leverage the DAG definition and produce a better execution plan.

We characterize the workload of Azure Durable Functions over
two weeks and show that the vast majority of DAG executions
(94.6%) are from the top 5% most frequent DAGS with an invo-
cation rate of at least 1.6K times per day. With this high rate of
invocations, the cloud provider can monitor the DAG execution
to quickly identify performance bottlenecks and optimize how the
DAG is executed. We identify two major performance bottlenecks:
(1) Communication latency between in-series functions, which stems
from the intermediate data being handled through remote storage.
(2) Computation skew among in-parallel function invocations, which
is caused by different processing times by the parallel invocation
of the same function but with different inputs.
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2 WiseFuse’s Optimizations
We propose WiseFuse1, an automated approach to generate

an optimized execution plan for serverless DAGs. Users provide
WiseFuse with a DAG definition, including individual functions as
nodes, and their data dependencies as edges (typical in today’s com-
mercial offerings). We introduce three optimizations. (1) Fusion:
Combining in-series functions together as a single execution unit.
(2) Bundling: Executing parallel invocations of the same function
together in the same VM. (3) Resource Allocation: Assigning the
best VM size for functions and bundles of functions in the DAG.
WiseFuse applies these three optimizations to transform the DAG
to meet an E2E latency target with reduced cost (Figure 1).
3 Workload Characterization

We collected data on DAG executions from Azure durable func-
tions for 14 days, October 18th–31st, 2021, from six data centers. We
provide an anonymized subset of this data at https://github.com/A
zure/AzurePublicDataset. We make the following observations:
(1) DAG workloads are growing rapidly as the number of DAG

invocations per day increased by 6× over the past 2.5 years.
(2) The majority of DAG invocations are for recurring DAGs: The

top 5% most frequent DAGs constitute 94.6% of all DAG invoca-
tions, and their invocation rate is ≥ 1.6K/day.

(3) 60% of all DAGs invoke functions in parallel, and Bundling can
potentially be applied to these DAGs.

(4) DAG depth (i.e., the longest path) is usually short, and the max
depth is 47, whereas DAG width (representing parallel invoca-
tions of functions) is longer with a max of 10.9K.

(5) Across all DAGs that invoke functions in parallel, the median
skew is 1.9×. The median skew rises to 15× and 132× for DAGs
with depth of 32 and 128, respectively.

(6) Both skew and intermediate data size have a significant impact
on the DAG E2E latency. Specifically, DAGs with skew ≥ 100
have 17× higher median latency than DAGs with skew < 100.
Similarly, DAGs with intermediate data size ≥ 1MB have 9.5×
higher median latency than DAGs with size < 1MB.

1The full paper is available from: https://schaterji.io/publications/2022/wisefuse/
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Dynamic Behaviors in Serverless Workflows
• DAGs can have to forms of dynamic execution 

parameters:
• Stage parameters that depend on input-content (dynamic 

fanout, different intermediate data sizes, execution time)
• Conditional branching (supported by Llama)

• Example, assume we extend our Video analytics DAG as follows:
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(a) Video Analytics pipeline: User-defined DAG.
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(b)WiseFuse’s execution plan.
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(c)WiseFuse’s gains.
Figure 1: Example serverless DAG for Video Analytics (1a) and the corresponding optimized execution plan (1b) that WiseFuse generates. WiseFuse gains in latency

and cost (1c) are based on the user-defined DAG using either the minimum or maximum VM size for all functions.
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Figure 2: Video Analytics: E2E evaluation against baselines

4 Solution Overview
Fusion: Fusion combines two consecutive stages to reduce the
latency of data transfer between them. It takes into account the
communication primitive between the two stages (e.g., one-to-one,
one-to-many, etc.).
Bundling: Bundling is the operation of colocating multiple parallel
function invocations to run on the sameVM,which enables resource
sharing among them. Bundling reduces execution time skew by
allowing stragglers to access more resources (e.g., CPU capacity
or memory) once other colocated invocations finish execution. For
Bundling to be useful, the function has to be scalable, i.e., given
more resources it should be sped up (till a point). Bundling also
reduces data transfer latency for broadcast stages because parallel
invocations within a single bundle can read from the same local
copy of the input data, and hence WiseFuse downloads the data
only once per bundle.
DAG Transformation: WiseFuse takes as input a user-defined
DAG and applies a sequence of Fusion and Bundling operations,
thus transforming it to a smaller DAG. WiseFuse’s target is to
identify the best combination of Fusion and Bundling operations in
terms of E2E latency and cost. The transformations do not need any
additional effort or code changes from the user. Figure 1 shows an
example of a user-defined serverless DAG (1a),WiseFuse’s trans-
formed DAG (1b), and the gains after the transformation (1c).
5 Evaluation on Video Analytics

We compareWiseFuse to several baselines and alternatives in
Figure 2, which depicts the P95 latency and the cumulative cost
for 1K executions on AWS Lambda using Step Functions for DAG
orchestration and Amazon S3 for remote storage. First, we eval-
uate the ability of WiseFuse to be configured to meet different

price-latency points relative to User-Max (i.e., user-defined DAG
with maximum VM sizes), which is the theoretical lowest latency
regardless of the cost. We show the performance of three different
settings of WiseFuse, corresponding to different latency objectives
relative to User-Max latency (1.5×, 2.5×, and 5×). Compared to the
user-defined DAG baseline, WiseFuse achieves either 63% lower
cost than User-Max, or 61% lower P95 latency than User-Min (i.e.,
user-defined DAG with minimum VM sizes), although it increases
the cost some (11%) over User-Min. Next compared recent work,
WiseFuse achieves 47% lower P95 latency than Sonic [5] because
Sonic considers only fusing in-series functions to leverage data
locality and has no mechanism to mitigate execution skew be-
tween parallel function invocations. Considering Photons [2], we
notice its latency is as high as User-Min and WiseFuse achieves
a lower latency by 62%. Photons performs Bundling mainly to
improve memory utilization, which results in bundling as many
parallel invocations as possible causing contention. WiseFuse uses
its performance model to identify the best bundle size.Compared to
Faastlane [4], WiseFuse achieves 39% lower P95 latency. Faastlane
cannot mitigate the significant execution skew that exists among
the parallel invocations.
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